
Weighted Lattice Paths 

Coworkers:  R. Brak,  A. J. Guttmann,  
 A. L. Owczarek and H. Lonsdale 



Binomial Paths and the constant term 
method 

  

Method due to P A MacMahon ,Combinatory Analysis Vol. 2 1916 



Dyck and Ballot paths 
• A Dyck path is a lattice path which starts and ends on the x-

axis, avoiding the region below. 
 

• A Ballot path is a lattice path which starts on the x-axis, 
avoids the region below and ends at height h. 
 



Catalan numbers:  1  1  2  5  14  42  132     

Constant term formulae 



Diagrammatic representation of a 
Ballot Path 

Represents any Dyck path including a single site 



Polymer adsorption on a surface 

• The diagram represents a polymer chain attached to a surface at both 
ends. 



The omega variable and the absorption transition 

Z2r=Zr 





The TASEP 

α = hop on rate 
β  = hop off rate 



Early ASEP references 





Lattice path, a 
term of Z4 



DEHP equation (39) 

R1 = maximal current phase 

R2= High density phase 

R3 = Low density phase 

ZN may be rewritten 

ASEP PHASES 



Transfer matrix 

DEHP 



  Compact percolation 
Compact cluster with bounding vesicle 

Top edge moves up with probability p and down with probability q = 1-p 
Bottom edge moves down with probability p and up with probability q 
Cluster terminates with probability q^2 



Bijection: Compact clusters to Dyck paths 
Domany and Kinzel 1984 



Compact percolation: Critical exponents 



Compact clusters and vesicles near a wall 

Note: factor kappa =1/q for each return to the wall and factor pq for each of t steps 



Compact percolation and vesicles near a wall 

The vesicles can 
end anywhere 
above the surface. 



Relation between vesicles and single chains 

C2=2 









Compact percolation with a damp wall 
with A Owczarek, R Brak, H Lonsdale and A Rechnitzer 

• Wall sites wet with probability pw 



Vesicles with a compound sticky wall 



Damp wall. Percolation 
probability 



A weighted cross path 



The “omega” expansion 

Naryana 



Asymptotics 
as r → ∞ 



ASEP references 



PATH TRANSFER MATRICES 

Dyck Paths 

Cross paths 



=N 

A: The probabilty Pp of finding p particles in the open boundary ASEP 



Shock in the ASEP on a ring with a slow moving particle 



B: p1 first class and p2 second class particles on a ring 

First class = small. 12->21. Transition rates 1. N sites 



Two species of particles on a ring 



C:  ASEP with parallel update 



ASEP with parallel update: current 



ASEP with parallel update: grand partition function 
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